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Abstract
In this paper, the Textural properties of normal and tuberculosis posterior and anterior chest
radiograph were looked in this investigation. Where the patients especially from rural and remote
areas in which there were not having facilities like well-equipped medical centers for blood test,
sputum test and skin test, not even radiologist for reading radiologic findings. Here, we first
extract the lung field by an interactive lung field segmentation based on active contour models
well known called as snake model. After segmentation we analyze the pixel data within region of
interest by using a first order statistical approach to extract the textural properties in classifying
image as TB and Non TB. For both normal and tuberculosis radiographs, the grey scale intensity
distribution within the region of interest was analyzed to study their respective characteristics.
Statistically the tuberculosis infected radiographs manifested higher entropy and a lower mean
value in their intensity distribution as compared to their normal peers.
Keywords: Tuberculosis (TB), Chest X-ray, CAD, Snake model, and First order statistics
million and die over one million for every
year[7]. TB symptoms such as cough,
getting fever, losing weight, night sweats
can easily known whether people have or do
not have TB disease. TB is very
continuously speeded widely among the
different types of people.
Chest Radiography is nowadays the primary
examination tool on TB for medical
examination
and
routine
diagnosis.
Physicians in general make decision on TB
cases mainly based on radiologic findings,
combined with clinical data. To resolve the
above mentioned, in this paper we
introduces a CAD to reduce the workload on
radiologists and improve reading efficiency.

Introduction
Tuberculosis (TB) is a common and deadly
infectious disease that can occur at any age.
It is commonly caused by bacteria which are
known as Mycobacterium tuberculosis and it
mostly affects the lungs, but can also affects
the other organs, including the central
nervous system. The basic key to control the
spread of TB is the early detection and
taking treatment from the physician it is the
best prevention for TB.TB bacteria had
caused short lifetime to world population.
According to annual report 2014,
Tuberculosis remains one of the world’s
deadliest communicable diseases, People
over the world infect TB disease about nine
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image aims at selectively removing the
redundancy present in scanned images
without affecting the details. Most of preprocessing
methods
use
a
small
neighborhood of a pixel in an input image to
get a new brightness value in the output
image. Such pre-processing operations are
also called filtration.
Here, in this study a Gaussian filter is used
to smooth’s the image.

Materials and methods

Segmentation
Among the preprocessing processes, image
segmentation is very important to extract
good quality features for classification.
Image segmentation are applied in many
image preprocessing areas such as
recognition of object, object occlusion,
estimation of the boundary, editing, or query
from image database, image security and
image
compression.
Segmentation
algorithms generally are based on one of 2
basis properties of intensity values.
• Discontinuity: To partition an image based
on sharp changes in intensity.
• Similarity: To partition an image into the
regions those are similar according to a set
of predefined criteria.

Figure 1: Flow Chart designed for the
detection of Tuberculosis.
Data collection
In this study 50 normal and 47 TB infected
radiograph images were collected from
national institute of TB and respiratory
diseases, New Delhi. Each of the confirmed
TB cases was diagnosed on the basis of
radiologist’s reports, doctor consultation,
sputum cultural tests, skin test and also
blood tests[2].
For this study, radiographs were at first
imported to MATLAB environment using
built-in function available in the MATLAB
image processing toolbox. The imported
images were converted to 8-bit grayscale
and sub-sampled to the size of 512x512
pixels.

Snake Model
Here, for segmentation we are using a active
contour model well known as a snake
model[5]. The snake or active contour
models have proven to be very effective
tools for image segmentation. An active
contour model is essentially a curve that
evolves from an initial position toward the
boundary of an object in such a way as to
minimize some energy functional. We have
used snakes successfully for interactive
interpretation, in which user-imposed
constraint forces guide the snake near
features of interest. Its energy function is
defined as

Preprocessing
Most of the pre-processing is done with the
help of MATLAB software. Each image
sample is scanned, and stored to a size of
512 X 512 pixels. Generally during the
scanning, the quality of the image is affected
by the different artifacts due to non uniform
intensity, variations, motions, shift, and
noise[2]. Thus, the pre-processing of the
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,
and
are the
weight of these salient features. Higher the
weight indicates larger contribution to image
forces.

=
(1)
=

(a) Line functional
The simplest useful image functional is the
image intensity itself. If we set,

Here,
represents the internal energyy of
the snake due to bending. It is used to
control the rate of stretch and to prevent the
discontinuity
in
the
contour,

=

represents the energy which depends
upon the image and it gives rise to the image

Then depending on the sign of
, the
snake will be attracted either to light lines or
dark lines subject to its other constraints, the
snake will try to align itself with the lightest
or darkest near by contour.

forces,
gives rise to the external
constraint forces introduced by the user.
(constraint) and
(image forces)
that pulls it towards object contours and
internal forces that resist deformation.
The internal energy is exposed as:
=

(b) Edge functional
The edge functional is based on the image
gradient, an image gradient is a directional
change in the intensity or colour in an
image, used to extract information from
images.
Finding images in an image can also be done
with a very simple energy functional. If we
set
Edge= - | ∆I(x,y) |2
Then the snake is attracted to contours with
large image gradients.

+
(2)

is the continuity of the contour and
is smoothness of contour
It can also be written as:
(s)ǀ2

E=

+

2

(s)ǀ ]
+
(x(s) ds
(3)
Where x1(s) and x11(s) are the first and
second order derivates with respect to s,

(c) Termination functional
In order to find terminations of line
segments and corners, we use the curvature
of level lines in a slightly smoothed image.

which is controlled by the parameter
an
respectively. Where an
are the
user defined parameters which controls the
amount
of
stretch
and
curvature
respectively.In this we present a three
different energy functional which attract a
snake to lines, edges and terminations. Then
the total image energy can be expressed by
these three energy functions as:
=

+

I(x,y)

(4)

Let c(x,y)= G (x,y)* I (x,y) be a slightly
smoothed version of the image.
Let
and

= tan-1((y/cx) be the gradient angle

Let G= (cos , sin ) and n1= (-sin ,cos ) be
the unit vectors along and perpendicular to
the gradient direction. Then the curvature of
the level contours in c(x,y) can be written
as:

+
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Eterm=
(6)
This completes the basic snake behaviour,
now here we will explain how this model is
implemented in our paper.
In our CAD scheme, the user segments the
lung field by first placing a number of points
around the target of interest (the number of
points required by the scheme is not fixed, it
depends on the lung shape; but in average it
takes about 8 to 12 points to accurately
localize the lung), then a polygon is created
based on these points, and after that put the
specific number of iterations to deform the
initial snake contour in accordance to the
lung edges as shown in figure(2) and the
final figure shows the segmented lung field.

Figure 2: Segmentation of Lung.
The snake algorithm will lead a closed
contour (the snake) to converge into some
shapes by minimizing the following
functional:
By using the Euler’s equation, the above
equation (3) can be reduced as:
x1(s)

– x11(s)- Eext=0

(7)
And

Eext = [fx(x,y) fy(x,y)] . The term

1

x11(s) can be considered as

x (s) –

internal force and - Eext as external potential
force. Hence while a snake progresses to
reach its minimum in energy, the term - Eext
can be considered as the external forces
pulling/pushing snake into nearby edges and
the internal forces discourages the snake to
bend or strech to bend or stretch during its
deformation. The solution to the equation(7)
is,
Xt

=

(As+ I)-1 [ xt-1 – fx(xt-1, yt-1)]

(8)
As is a pentadiagonal banded matrix; is stepsize.
Feature extraction
Feature extraction is the process of defining
a set of features, or image characteristics,
which will most efficiently or meaningfully
represent the information that is important
for analysis and classification. When the
input data to an algorithm is too large to be
19
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ᴧ be the total number of points in the region
of interest.
From these we get the following properties
on the gray scale distribution of both left and
right lungs.

processed and it is suspected to be redundant
(e.g. the same measurement in both feet and
meters, or the repetitiveness of images
presented as pixels), then it can be
transformed
into
a
reduced
set
of features (also named features vector).
This process is called feature extraction. The
issue of choosing the features to be extracted
should be guided by the following concerns:
• All features should carry enough
information about the image.
• All the features should be easy to compute.
• They should relate well with the human
perceptual characteristics

Mean:
Entropy:
Results
Table1 and Table2 tabulate values of the
features mean and entropy for the normal
and the TB, of both left and right lungs. For
the normal person the values of Mean will
be high and the entropy will be low. As For
the Tuberculosis the values of Mean will be
low and the entropy will be high is as shown
in below table.

First order Statistics
In this scheme after segmentation we
analyze the pixel data within the region of
interest by using first order textural
statistical properties[8]. The First order
statistics are quite straight forward. They are
computed from a function that measures the
probability of a certain pixel occurring in an
image. This function is also known as
histogram.
The distribution on i is given as,

Table 1: Feature values determined on
left lungs of normal and tuberculosis.
Features Normal
Tuberculosis
Mean
38.4857 21.7584
Entropy
0.8464
0.9089
Table 2: Feature values determined on
right lungs of normal and tuberculosis.
Features Normal
Tuberculosis
Mean
28.8556 27.6727
Entropy
0.8725
0.9089

d(i) =
Where, (i) be the number of points whose
grayscale intensity value is i in the lung
field, and

Figure 3: The grayscale intensity distribution of typical normal lung and the TB lung.
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narrow. On the other hand, TB in usual had
a larger spread, with the distribution
positively or rightly skewed. Such
characteristics indicated that on chest
radiograph, TB infected lung had wider
range in grayscale value, relatively
concentrated at the lower end of the
distribution, as a consequence of the hazy
presence mostly observed in the upper lobe.
The TB lung in figure 4(b) was deemed
hazier on the upper lobe as compared to the
figure 4(a) as shown.
(a)
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